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To improve the backward reasoning ability of finetuned models, we generate more questions which
can be solved in a backward manner: a number in the question qi is masked by “x”, while the LLM is
asked to predict the value of “x” when its answer a?i is provided. Different from forward reasoning,
which generates explicit intermediate steps towards the final answer, backward reasoning starts with
the answer and generates multiple reasoning steps to predict the masked number. Representative
backward reasoning methods include Self-Verification [76] and FOBAR [32].

In Self-Verification (SV) [76], the question with the answer is first rewritten into a declarative
statement, e.g., “How much did he pay?” (with the answer 110) is rewritten into “He paid $10”.
Then, a question for asking the value of x is appended, e.g., “What is the value of unknown variable
x?”. Example ?? gives an augmented example. We collect the new questions and their generated
reasoning paths with correct answers as the augmented data:

DSV = {(q̃(j)i , r̃(j)i , ã(j)
i ) : ã(j)

i = a?
i ; i = 1, . . . , Nq; j = 1, . . . ,KSV}. (3)

Backward Question by Self-Verification (needs rewriting) (EMNLP 2023)

Question: James buys x packs of beef that are 4 pounds each. The price of beef is $5.50 per pound. He paid
110. What is the value of unknown variable x?
Answer: To solve this problem, we need to determine the value of x, which represents the number of packs of
beef that James bought. Each pack of beef weighs 4 pounds and ... The value of x is 5.

Backward Question by FOBAR (Preprint 2023)

Question: James buys x packs of beef that are 4 pounds each. The price of beef is $5.50 per pound. How
much did he pay? If we know the answer to the above question is 110, what is the value of unknown variable x?
Answer: James buys x packs of beef that are 4 pounds each, so he buys a total of 4x pounds of beef. The
price of beef is $5.50 per pound, so the total cost of the beef is 5.50 * 4x = 22x. ... The value of x is 5.

Self-Verification needs to rewrite the question with an answer into a declarative statement, which is
challenging for complex questions. To address this issue, FOBAR [32] proposes to directly append
the answer to the question, i.e., “If we know the answer to the above question is {a?i } , what is the
value of unknown variable x?” Example ?? shows an example. We collect the new questions along
with their correct answers as our augmented data:

DFOBAR = {(q̄(j)i , r̄(j)i , ā(j)
i ) : ā(j)

i = a?
i ; i = 1, . . . , Nq; j = 1, . . . ,KFOBAR}. (4)

3.4 FINETUNING OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS

We merge all the augmented data, including answer-augmented data and bootstrapped questions
(Rephrasing, Self-Verification, FOBAR) as DMetaMathQA = DAnsAug [Drephrase [DSV [DFOBAR. We
finetune a LLM model (parameterized by ✓) on DMetaMathQA to obtain the MetaMath model
by maximizing the log likelihood of the reasoning path conditioned on the question, i.e.,
L(✓) =

P
(q,r,a)2DMetaMathQA

logP(r | q;✓). Although we only consider LLaMA-2 here, MetaMathQA
can also be used to finetune other LLMs.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

4.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Dataset AnsAug Rephrasing SV FOBAR Overall

MetaMathQA-GSM8K 80K 80K 40K 40K 240K
MetaMathQA-MATH 75K 50K 15K 15K 155K

MetaMathQA 155K 130K 55K 55K 395K

Table 1: Number of samples in the proposed MetaMathQA.

Datasets. We use two popular
mathematical reasoning bench-
marks: (i) GSM8K [13] is a
dataset consisting of high-qual-
ity grade school math problems,
containing 7,473 training sam-
ples and 1,319 testing samples; and (ii) MATH [23] dataset consists of high school math competition
problems that span seven subjects including Prealgebra, Algebra, Number Theory, Counting and
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and high-quality mathematical dataset based on GSM8K and MATH. We then present MetaMath, a
family of LLMs finetuned on MetaMathQA focusing on elementary mathematical problem-solving.

3.1 ANSWER AUGMENTATION (ANSAUG)

Generating more reasoning paths is a simple but effective way to augment the training set. For a
question qi, we use few-shot chain-of-thought prompting with temperature sampling to generate
KAnsAug more reasoning paths {(r(j)i , a(j)i ) : j = 1, . . . ,KAnsAug}: the question is appended to a few
in-context reasoning examples, then fed to the LLM for generating its reasoning path r(j)i and answer
a(j)i . We filter out reasoning paths with correct answers as:

DAnsAug = {(qi, r(j)i , a(j)
i ) : a(j)

i = a?
i ; i = 1, . . . , Nq; j = 1, . . . ,KAnsAug}. (1)

3.2 QUESTION BOOTSTRAPPING BY LLM REPHRASING

Generating more answers for mathematical questions with LLMs is straightforward, but creating
questions is more challenging. Math Questions are written by well-educated teachers. Hence,
enlarging the question set through manual creation is time-consuming and labor-intensive. To address
this issue, we propose rephrasing prompting to generate more questions through the LLM.

Rephrasing Question
Question: What is the total amount that James paid when he purchased 5 packs of beef, each weighing 4
pounds, at a price of $5.50 per pound?
Answer: Each pack of beef weighs 4 pounds, so 5 packs weigh 4 * 5 = 20 pounds in total. The price per
pound of beef is $5.50, so the total cost for 20 pounds is 20 * $5.50 = $110. ... The answer is: 110.

Specifically, for a question qi, we append it to the prompt, which is then fed to the LLM for generating
the rephrased question. Example ?? shows a generated rephrased question and the complete prompt
is shown in Appendix A.1. We adopt temperature sampling to sample Krephrase rephrased questions
for each meta-question. For the rephrased questions, it is time-consuming to manually check the
consistency compared with the original questions. We propose a supervised method to evaluate the
correctness between the rephrased questions and the meta-questions. For each rephrased question q̂(j)i ,
we use few-shot Chain-of-Thought prompting to generate its reasoning path r̂(j)i and answer â(j)i ,
which is compared with the ground-truth answer a?i . The accuracy of Complexity-based CoT [20]
for answering the rephrased question by GPT-3.5-Turbo is 76.30%, which is comparable to that
of answering the original training questions (80.74%). This suggests that the quality of rephrased
questions is preserved high while the question diversity is improved. We collect the rephrased
questions with correct answers (i.e., â(j)i = a?i ) as the augmented data:

Drephrase = {(q̂i, r̂(j)i , â(j)
i ) : â(j)

i = a?
i ; i = 1, . . . , Nq; j = 1, . . . ,Krephrase}. (2)

3.3 QUESTION BOOTSTRAPPING BY BACKWARD REASONING

Backward reasoning plays an important role in answering many mathematical questions, i.e., starting
with a given condition and thinking backward to determine an unknown variable in the question. One
specific example between a question and a backward question is illustrated in Example 3.1. However,
existing methods (SFT, RFT, WizardMath) have significantly lower accuracy on backward questions,
as shown in Figure 6, motivating us to bootstrap backward questions to improve the reasoning ability.

Example 3.1: Question and Backward Question

Question: James buys 5 packs of beef that are 4 pounds each. The price of beef is $5.50 per pound. How
much did he pay? Answer: He bought 5*4=20 pounds of beef. He paid 20*5.5=$110. The answer is: 110 3
Backward Question: James buys x packs of beef that are 4 pounds each. The price of beef is $5.50 per
pound. How much did he pay? If we know the answer to the above question is 110, what is the value of
unknown variable x? Answer: The total weight of the beef is 4*x because 4*5.5 = 22. ... The answer is: 27 7
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Method
GSM8K MATH

AnsAug Rep. SV FOBAR GSM8K MATH AnsAug Rep. SV FOBAR GSM8K MATH
SFT 7 7 7 7 41.6 3.0 7 7 7 7 13.8 4.7

MetaMath

3 7 7 7 59.6 4.4 3 7 7 7 28.4 12.9
7 3 7 7 59.7 4.4 7 3 7 7 30.4 12.4
3 3 7 7 60.6 4.4 3 3 7 7 29.1 15.3
3 3 3 3 64.4 5.7 3 3 3 3 34.6 17.7

Table 3: Effect of different question augmentation with LLaMA-2-7B finetuned on GSM8K or MATH.

improvement of 11.6% on GSM8K and 9.1% on MATH in testing accuracy, showing that finetuning
on our MetaMathQA data is effective.

As for LLMs with 11-50B parameters, the proposed MetaMath performs the best. Particularly, on
both GSM8K and MATH, MetaMath achieves higher accuracy than SFT, RFT, and WizardMath by a
large margin (+7%), demonstrating the effectiveness of the MetaMath data in improving mathematical
reasoning ability. Furthermore, for LLMs with 51-70B parameters, again, MetaMath achieves the
highest testing accuracy. Particularly, MetaMath is better than GPT-3.5-Turbo on GSM8K, which is
used for generating augmented data for finetuning.

4.3 EFFECT OF AUGMENTATIONS

In this section, we conduct experiments to study the effect of augmentations in MetaMath. We first
finetune the LLaMA-2-7B model on augmented GSM8K (MetaMath-GSM8K) data, and test the
finetuned model on GSM8K and MATH. Table 3 shows the testing accuracy of different combinations
of augmentations, where we mix all augmented data together for each model. As can be seen,
on GSM8K, the models trained on answer augmentation (AnsAug) or rephrasing augmentation
achieve much higher accuracy than SFT, which is only trained on the training set. Combing answer
augmentation and rephrasing augmentation data for fine-tuning leads to a slightly higher accuracy,
which is further improved by about 4% through merging the FOBAR and SV augmentation data.
As for MATH, MetaMath trained only on MetaMahQA-GSM8K data performs better than SFT,
suggesting its effectiveness in generalizing to unseen mathematical tasks.

We also conduct an experiment by fine-tuning LLaMA-2-7B on the augmented MATH (MetaMathQA-
MATH) data then evaluate the model on GSM8K and MATH. Table 3 shows the testing accuracy.
Again, MetaMath trained on AnsAug or rephrasing augmentation data performs much better than SFT.
Furthermore, merging all augmented data together for fine-tuning is better than merging AnsAug
and rephrasing augmentation data, demonstrating the effectiveness of SV and FOBAR augmentation
data in improving mathematical reasoning ability. Moreover, for the unseen GSM8K task, MetaMath
trained on MetaMathQA-MATH data is significantly better than SFT (+20%).

4.4 DISCUSSION FROM A PERPLEXITY PERSPECTIVE

According to the Superficial Alignment Hypothesis proposed by Zhou et al. [83], the capability
of a model is rooted in pretraining, and data from downstream tasks acts to activate the inherent
ability of LLMs that has been learned during pretraining. There are two important questions that
arise from such a hypothesis: (i) what kind of data is most effective at activating possible latent
knowledge, and (ii) why is one dataset better than another at such activation? Our empirical results
suggest that, in the mathematical tasks we consider, our MetaMathQA dataset may serve as a superior
activator of mathematical knowledge. Yet, why MetaMath yields superior performance than training
on the data of correct answer-only or GSM8K CoT is unclear. We speculate that perhaps it is

Figure 3: Lower perplexity of MetaMathQA. Figure 4: Accuracy correlates positively with diversity.
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E MORE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

E.1 METAMATHQA IS USEFUL FOR DIFFERENT BASE MODELS

We conduct additional experiments to verify the generalizability of the MetaMathQA dataset across
different base models. In addition to LLaMA-2-7B and LLaMA-2-13B, We finetune two more
powerful base models Mistral-7B [30] and Llemma-7B [3] on MetaMathQA. Table 8 shows the
testing accuracy on GSM8K and MATH. As can be seen, our proposed MetaMathQA is consistently
useful for all four base models. Moreover, the improvements brought by MetaMathQA are large.

MetaMathQA GSM8K MATH

LLaMA-2-7B
7 14.6 2.5
3 66.5 19.8

LLaMA-2-13B
7 28.7 3.9
3 72.3 22.4

Llemma-7B
7 36.4 18.0
3 69.2 30.0

Mistral-7B
7 52.2 13.1
3 77.7 28.2

Table 8: Effectiveness of MetaMathQA on different base models.

E.2 TESTING ACCURACY UNDER DIFFERENT AUGMENTATION DATA SIZE

In Figure 2, we have shown the proposed question bootstrapping method can boost the testing accuracy
by a large margin, while the AnsAug method would quickly reach a state of saturation. We increase
the AnsAug data to 240K and compare the performance of LLaMA-2-7B finetuned on AnsAug data
(i.e., w/o Question Bootstrapping) and MetaMathQA-GSM8K with question bootstrapping (i.e., w/
Question Bootstrapping). We also conduct additional experiments on a larger model LLaMA-2-13B
and Mistral-7B with a different architecture. Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the trends using LLaMA-2-7B,
LLaMA-2-13B, and Mistral-7B, respectively. For all three models, we can see that finetuning on
AnsAug rapidly reaches a state of accuracy saturation and continually increasing AnsAug data is hard
to boost performance. In contrast, the test accuracy, when using bootstrapped questions, continues to
exhibit a steady increase when AnsAug quickly saturates.

Figure 8: LLaMA-2-7B. Figure 9: LLaMA-2-13B. Figure 10: Mistral-7B.
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E.3 ABLATION STUDY ON A LARGER MODEL LLAMA-2-13B

In addition to the ablation study on LLaMA-2-7B (Table 3), we conducted an addition experiment to
study the effect of augmentations in MetaMath using a larger model LLaMA-2-13B. Table 9 shows
the testing accuracy. We can see that the observations are consistent with that of LLaMA-2-7B in
Section 4.3: (i) Combing answer augmentation and rephrasing augmentation data for fine-tuning
leads to a slightly higher accuracy. (ii) The accuracy can be further improved by merging the FOBAR
and SV augmentation data.

Method AnsAug Rep. SV FOBAR GSM8K MATH
SFT [70] 7 7 7 7 50.9 4.5

MetaMath

3 7 7 7 66.0 5.5
7 3 7 7 67.5 5.9
3 3 7 7 68.1 5.8
3 3 3 3 72.3 7.2

Table 9: Effect of different question augmentations with LLaMA-2-13B finetuned on GSM8K.

E.4 OUT-OF-DISTRIBUTION ABILITY

#Params Accuracy (Exact Match)
SFT 7B 25.8
RFT 7B 26.7

WizardMath 7B 31.5
MetaMath 7B 37.1

WizardMath 13B 46.4
MetaMath 13B 49.5

WizardMath 70B 63.1
MetaMath 70B 72.3

Table 10: Exact Match Accuracy on DROP using zero-shot evaluation.

To investigate Out-of-Distribution ability of different models, we perform zero-shot evaluation
on DROP [17] to compare MetaMath with baseline models. Since all these models targets at
mathematical reasoning, we only consider the DROP questions with numerical answers. Table 10
shows the testing accuracy. As can be seen, MetaMath-7B and MetaMath-13B still outperform the
baseline models by a large margin, demonstrating MetaMath does not suffer a benchmark hacking on
GSM8K and MATH.
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To improve the backward reasoning ability of finetuned models, we generate more questions which
can be solved in a backward manner: a number in the question qi is masked by “x”, while the LLM is
asked to predict the value of “x” when its answer a?i is provided. Different from forward reasoning,
which generates explicit intermediate steps towards the final answer, backward reasoning starts with
the answer and generates multiple reasoning steps to predict the masked number. Representative
backward reasoning methods include Self-Verification [76] and FOBAR [32].

In Self-Verification (SV) [76], the question with the answer is first rewritten into a declarative
statement, e.g., “How much did he pay?” (with the answer 110) is rewritten into “He paid $10”.
Then, a question for asking the value of x is appended, e.g., “What is the value of unknown variable
x?”. Example ?? gives an augmented example. We collect the new questions and their generated
reasoning paths with correct answers as the augmented data:

DSV = {(q̃(j)i , r̃(j)i , ã(j)
i ) : ã(j)

i = a?
i ; i = 1, . . . , Nq; j = 1, . . . ,KSV}. (3)

Backward Question by Self-Verification (needs rewriting) (EMNLP 2023)

Question: James buys x packs of beef that are 4 pounds each. The price of beef is $5.50 per pound. He paid
110. What is the value of unknown variable x?
Answer: To solve this problem, we need to determine the value of x, which represents the number of packs of
beef that James bought. Each pack of beef weighs 4 pounds and ... The value of x is 5.

Backward Question by FOBAR (Preprint 2023)

Question: James buys x packs of beef that are 4 pounds each. The price of beef is $5.50 per pound. How
much did he pay? If we know the answer to the above question is 110, what is the value of unknown variable x?
Answer: James buys x packs of beef that are 4 pounds each, so he buys a total of 4x pounds of beef. The
price of beef is $5.50 per pound, so the total cost of the beef is 5.50 * 4x = 22x. ... The value of x is 5.

Answer Augmentation (AnsAug)
Question: What is the total amount that James paid when he purchased 5 packs of beef, each weighing 4
pounds, at a price of $5.50 per pound?
Answer: (sample answers from GPT-3.5-Turbo)

Self-Verification needs to rewrite the question with an answer into a declarative statement, which is
challenging for complex questions. To address this issue, FOBAR [32] proposes to directly append
the answer to the question, i.e., “If we know the answer to the above question is {a?i } , what is the
value of unknown variable x?” Example ?? shows an example. We collect the new questions along
with their correct answers as our augmented data:

DFOBAR = {(q̄(j)i , r̄(j)i , ā(j)
i ) : ā(j)

i = a?
i ; i = 1, . . . , Nq; j = 1, . . . ,KFOBAR}. (4)

3.4 FINETUNING OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS

We merge all the augmented data, including answer-augmented data and bootstrapped questions
(Rephrasing, Self-Verification, FOBAR) as DMetaMathQA = DAnsAug [Drephrase [DSV [DFOBAR. We
finetune a LLM model (parameterized by ✓) on DMetaMathQA to obtain the MetaMath model
by maximizing the log likelihood of the reasoning path conditioned on the question, i.e.,
L(✓) =

P
(q,r,a)2DMetaMathQA

logP(r | q;✓). Although we only consider LLaMA-2 here, MetaMathQA
can also be used to finetune other LLMs.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

4.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Dataset AnsAug Rephrasing SV FOBAR Overall

MetaMathQA-GSM8K 80K 80K 40K 40K 240K
MetaMathQA-MATH 75K 50K 15K 15K 155K

MetaMathQA 155K 130K 55K 55K 395K

Table 1: Number of samples in the proposed MetaMathQA.

Datasets. We use two popular
mathematical reasoning bench-
marks: (i) GSM8K [13] is a
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